
 

Develop their motor control and balance through a range of physical activities - For example, doing up 
their zip and buttons. 
Developing hand strength, fine motor skills and hand-eye-coordination all helps prepare your child for 
writing, you can do this by –  

➢ Making construction models (Lego etc.) 
➢ Using scissors 
➢ Threading beads or pasta onto string 
➢ Drawing and colouring 
➢ Helping to prepare dinner (mixing, chopping) 
➢ Using playdough (rolling, pinching, moulding) 
➢ Physical activities (ball games, climbing, obstacle course) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To be independent with their self-care and when eating lunch 
One of the most useful things you can do with your child so that they are ready for school is to make sure 
they are comfortable doing simple tasks by themselves. These include –  

➢ Going to the toilet – practise going to the toilet independently, this will get your child into the habit 
of doing this by themselves. 

➢ Getting dressed – practise getting dressed independently. 
➢ Putting on shoes – practise putting shoes on and taking them off. Cutting a sticker in half and 

placing them inside each shoe is a good way to help your child to know which shoe belongs on 
which foot!  

➢ Eating – practise eating independently with a knife and fork. 
➢ Hand hygiene – practise washing their hands independently and show them how to access soap. 
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Begin turn taking activities in their play.  
Learning at Nutfield Church is a social activity and children develop by playing alongside their peers. 
You can encourage this by –  

➢ Practising conversations – take turns to talk about your day. Can they ask questions to find out 
more? Can they remember what your favourite part your day was? 

➢ Encourage sharing and tolerance – sharing games such as Snakes and Ladders let children 
practise social skills such as sharing and turn-taking. You could use language such as ‘whose turn 
is it next?’ and ‘thank you for waiting’.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To begin to develop early literacy skills.  
We do not expect children to have amazing literacy skills at this age – that is what school is for! However, 
there are some ways you could get your child ready for learning –  

➢ Help them recognise their name – It will be helpful if your child can find their name as it will assist 
them in keeping track of labelled clothes and other belongings. 

➢ Share stories – reading to your child improves vocabulary and listening skills, and acting out stories 
is a great way to practise communication. 

➢ Drawing, colouring and painting – these type of activities are good for mark making, this is the first 
step in becoming a great writer! 

➢ Phase 1 phonics – phonics begins before we introduce letters, to help your child you could play 
some of these listening and attention games –  
- Explore sounds that animals make – even imaginary ones like dragons! 
- Play with musical instruments – can they make a simple rhythm? 
- Play some music and ask your child to stamp or march to the beat! 
- Sing some nursery rhymes 

For more information on Phonics you could look at our website -  http://nutfieldprimary.co.uk/phonics-
and-reading/  
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             To begin to develop early maths skills.  

As with early literacy skills, we do not expect children to come to school as Mathematicians 
already! However, there are some ways you can get your child ready for maths at school –  

➢ Number hunt – go on a number hunt around your local area and see how many numbers 
you can spot! 

➢ Counting songs – share counting songs together ‘1,2,3,4,5 once I caught a fish alive’, ‘5 little 
speckled frogs’ or ’10 fat sausages’. 

➢ Counting – count objects as you get ready for dinner. Can you child get 5 cups out? Or you 
could count steps as you go up or down.  

➢ Mathematical vocabulary – use words such as bigger, smaller, longer, shorter, more, less as 
you play with your child.  

 
 


